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ABSTRACT
a

-

Past research on-teachers causal attributiOns has
shown little relation between perceptions of respOsibility fOr, .

positive versus negative student learning outcomes. In this study,'
Weiner's model for causal attributions was employed to exPIore theset
perthived attributional differendes.' Data were gathered from 194
teachers from two metropolitan schdol stricts. Of the1SW teachers,
60 taught grades 1-9, 124 taught t-grades -12: 69 were male,,af

cV.,-1

l o
whom taught at thesecondary level.- Teac ers were asked to, 'complete a.

questionnaire which asked them to divide 1.00 percent among four=
probable causes for a classroom situation im which they were 'either
particularly successful or unsuccessful with a group of students...
Causes related to their teaching abilities, effort put into teaching,
difficulty of the task, ,and luck.-Statistically significant
differences'between attributions for positive versus negative

-'cutcomes were identified along the dimensions of both
.

internaiity/externality and Stability of cause. Relations-to Overall
iefficacy, teaching experience, grade level taught, and teacher gender
were also explored. However, only grade level differences were found
to be statistically significant. Elementar teachers tended to

eattribut their lack, of success to lack of more than did
secondary teachers. (Author/EL)
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1

Past research on teachers' causal a ributions has shown there to

be little relation-between perceptions of respOnSibility for positive

versus negative student.leSrning outcomes. In this study, Weiner'smodel

for causal attributions was employed_to explore theselSerceived attribu-
.

. -
tional difference -DA a'A.ipte gathered froth 184 teachers from two

Metropolitan school dis)trictsStatistisally significant differences

betyeen attr.ubtions for positive versus, l_gative outcomes were identified

.aldong thedimensions of both inter ality/externaIity and.Stability of

cause. Relations to,overall efficacy, teaching experience, grade level

taught, and teacher gender were also explOred,'however,

differences were found to be tatisticaily-significant.-

only grade level
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Differences in Teachers. Perceptiond of he Causee'of

Positive Versus Negative Student Learning Outcomes
4

In recent:.years a growing number ofrepearchers have identified

teachers' perCeived responsibility for students' achievement as a powerfu

variable in studies of instructional effectiveness (Brophy, 1979; Cooper

.& Baron, 1977). SoMetimes referred to aaa '-'settse-of efficacy" (White,

1959)4; perceptions of personal control on the part of teachers have'been

found to be -related to studen learning outcomes in a vans y of educational

settings. Fdr example, in repo rig an the Rand Corporation's Change

ent study, McLaugflin and Marsh (1978) noted that teachers' sense of

efficacy - definid as "the extent to which the teacher believed he'or

she had the capacit

powerful teacher-attribute in

4effect student performance" - wasr"the most

Rand analysis, . 84). Similarly*

Brookover\and Lezotte (1979),found through' interviews with.schpol per-

Bonnel that t e in the more effective achools had a atrong-- sense of

efficacy and
fi

nded to feel more responsible for the learning of the

(tudents than /did those 1n. less effective schools. Other studies of this,

construct haVe yielded similar.results (cf Murray & Staebler, 1974;

Porter :5, Cohen, 1977).'

Research on teachers' perceptions of responsibility or contrbl

Student learning outco-res has also consistentlyshown there. to be little

relation between assum raspiailsibility for poSitive leirning outcomes versus,

responsibility for nega ive learning outcomes, despite the conceptual,

similarity of these, constructs. In developing the Responsibility for

Student Achievement scale- GUskey (1980)-found the correlation

between measures oT perceived responsibility for positive versus negative

classroam events to be only +.20. This was, seen as evidence that these
ro
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relatively independent, similar to. at Crandall,'

vskY and Crandall' (19.6) had. ond in. investigating Childrehs' per

ceptionsf,personal control in achievement related-situatiena. .Rose and'

Medway (1980 found very :similar results indeVeloping their TeaCher'Locus

of CAtrol-scale (TLC). d this research'a Correlation of onlY was

,

found between items measuring internal reaponSibI3itY,f0 student success'`

.lind'those measuringinternal responsibility.,for student failure.

Several _earchers,have. sought to explain differences ih-teiEhersv-

perceptions of responsibility for poiitive:studet -Ing outcomes cort

pared to that assumed. for :.The .results of these studies,

however -have been inconsistent. For ekapple, Johnson, Feigenbaum, and

,Weiby (1964) found that in.a.'.1abotatory teaching task, teachers tended

make "-defensive" Attributional asaignments,:accePtihg personaktesponsi-

b_ity for student improvement but b the situation for dent

failures.- In a similar laboratory setting,Beckman (f970) also:found that

-teachers tended to credit-theMselves for Student improvement -hile attributing

failure primarily to external situational facto s But in a number of other

studies teachers beVe been found- to make more _r-defensive attributions.

Ro's4, Bierbrauer and Polly (1974), for instance, ound that professional

-teachers attributed responsibility for failure to _hemselves and -responsi-

:Kitty for success tothe -student. Similarly, unter-defenSive perceptions

on the part of teachers have been identified .in the research ;f Ames (1975r.

Beckman (1973), and Fetlock ,(1980).

Aside from the inconsistencies in the results of these studies, the

utility and geherafizability-have been limited by two major factors. The
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is that-the subjects involved in mos

'graduate education or psychology students rather than:experienced classroom

of .t1}ose studies re under-

teachers, Classroom experience might very likely alter teachers perceptions

of responsibility and attributional alsignMente. The second and perhaps

more-serious factor' Is- hat all of these studies-have involved an Artificially

constructed, laboratory teaching situation, in which a teacher is paired

with one, real or boguS-student. Thisis c rtainly\quite.differe_l from
/

A

the group -based classroom teaching situati n,encountered by most teachers.

flo.

The present study tcas"designedto 140_ y.factors which mIght'possibly

account for these attributional differences and hence, influence the specific.

perSonal-,control distinctions which are made by teachers. Furthermore,

order to alleviate the factors which have'limited previous research,. the

sample included in this study consisted of only veteranteachers who

perceptioos were.based upon their pers

Theoretical Framework

Weiner and his associates

classroom _experiences.

Weiner, Frieze, Kukla, Reed, Rest,,
?

Rosenbatim, 1971).were among, the first to propose a systematic anal'ss
=

the factors which underlie causal perceptions and attributions. The model

developed_ -b- Weineet al. -(see also Weiner,-1272) classified indiViduals'

beliefs about the causes success and failure along two dimensions. One

dimension differentiated causal eledents in terms of their internality/

externality, fimi ar to Roger's concept of locus of control (Rotter, 1966).

Tom: second dimen n-differ,entiated attrpntiona in terms of their stability

over time. The crossing of thege two dimensions defined the fou; general

,AS
categories of causes in Weiner's att JUUtion model.- -That is,'individuaIs
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bel yed to view 4the cases of their'shccesses and failures as

due to their ability (internal / stable), their effort (internal/

the difficultylof the.t -k (external/stable), and/or good orunstable

bad luck (external/unatable

Since Weiner introduced the basic prineiples of his model

educational researchers, additional dimensionS have been suggested. For

instance,,Ros nbaum (1972) iested adding intentionality as a third

zausal-dimension. More recently, Cooper and,Burger (1980) have suggested,

the addition of the d_greeofpersonal'influence, labeled "personal

fleecy," as'a.useful, indepe_dent dimension. Nevertheless, becaase of the

general nature and wide applicability of Weiner's original model,

retearChers have concentrated their efforts on-studying the use of the

two dimensions and four' categories of causes as initially,proposed (Bar2

Tal, 1978).

Studies involving free response academic b- ons*_, teachers

have indicated that teachers occasionally do describe causes other than

-th6 e defined-by the dimensions of internality/externality stabtlity.

ever time in explaining their percepti_na of personal responsibility or

control over the learning outcomes' of their students 'Cooper & Burger,
V

1980cyrieze, 1976). However-, it was.felt'that these general dimensions

would provide a useful framework for this initial investigation of

,attribution differences because they defined broad categories of attribu-

tions which would be likely to include-the vast majority of causes

teaches might typically use in descritiing the successes,and failures

of °their students,
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Sublects, The participants I.n.thislstudy were 184teachers from

two metropolitan School districts.
.

at the elementary- level -(14) 124

Si

Sixty Of

aught at

of 'the teachers were male, all of

level* The number of years teaching expeti

ranged from three to'27 years, with

the teachers reported teactling

the secondafy level-(.9 =12).

whom taught at-the secondary

ce among these teachers

a mean of 10.5.years.

Procedure. At the beginning of-a Aeries of planned ihservice meetings,

for the teaching personnel each'of these district$,teachers we4e asked

k
to'eomplete a short questionnaire. In addition to. some general demo-raphic

etc.), one section of thequestions -(yearsof eXperience,-, grade lekrel

o _

questi _haire-..asked:teachers `divide 1 ©p'points (or percent) dMong four

o able causes or masons for a clasaroom situation in which they were

a) particularly successfUl with a group dr class of students, and` (b)

ti

particularly_ unsuccessful with a group or class of students: The four

probable onuses related.to their specific teaching abilities, the effort

put into teaching, the difficulty of the task (i.e., how'acadeMicaW good

Or podr the students were upon entering the class), and good or"bad luck.

In addition, an overall estimate of each teacher'S.persrinal sense of-
/

,.p_fOacy was assessed by inclbding on the questiofinaire the efficacy items

.developed in the research

in order

of Berman and McLaughlin (1977) . This was done

to aSsesAdifferenceS. in the engths of teachers' perceptions of

personal control. The first of theke tems-asked whether the teacher felt

4
-tha,t "When 4 t comes down to -lt, a teacher ,really can't d- much because
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Most of a student's motivation- andyerjormance depend on his or her

ho environment: The second i=tem -asked whether the eacher thought

that "_f l.rea lay. tryAtard,- I can get though to even the.most difficult

or unmotivated students.".(Berman & McLaughlin, '1977, p. 137): Teachers

rated eac of .these statements on a 7-point scale from s rongly-ag-

strongly isagree. Scaie,ratings were reversed for-each of the items

that. strongly disagrea received Tpoints for the first ite '(negative

whip
k-'

strongly Agree received 740ointd or,the second item (positive

The means and standatddeviat -n- a the:

oupsoftpachers to each of the attribution'weights adgigned by various-

categories are listed in at le i.. SiMilar to other'studies-

Darom, in press; Cooper & Bur Or, 1980; Guskey, 1980) these'

L

classroom teachers tended to make "defensive" aEtributional assignments,
a

-Tal

perienced

repo0rting greater internal responsibility for the successes

students thaa fbf the failures.. This is evidenced in greater weight beihg':_
, ..

, .
0 T'

assigned the internnLcatogorieg (ability and effort) for positive outcomes- ,

coMOared to that _of. negative, drutcomes and also _ score: on Assures of

personal efficacy. Also consistent with other studied ik the fact that luck
.

1

was cited very seldomly as an explanation for either positive or negative

student learning utsate- Overall, teacherkassigned less n five

percent 'we to the Categoty of, luck. tpecific diffefencesin the weights
='

assigned the other categories and dimensions of attribution are examined:

/greater detairin later analyses.

[Insert Tab' 1 abotit here]
49b

a



Int ercortelat ions7 Bet en Meastlres The interporrelations between

selected demographic variables and the weights given each of the attribu-

on categoriea are011ustrated in Table 2.f. Years tf-teaching experience

was not related_to any of the attribution. easpred. Grade level, however,

negatively related tb ability and effort (-.32 and -.15 respectively).,'

end positively related to task diffieulty.1+.29) in terms of negative

Apparently teachers at higher grade lOplsattribute

less si - ificance to their abilitiea and efforts. and mor to the difficdtty

student outcomes.

of the- teak .(entry,skilis of students) in explaining-poor. lea 7ingoutcomes

than do teachers at lower grade levels..

Further:inspection of Table 2 shows that the correlations' between

attribution categories within each type of student ..,learning oacome

are highly negative.. This was expected, of course, since the 100 points

(per were to be divided between the categorieS within each learning
-c

study, however, are the

eor:relalons between
c
omparable;categories for pos ive versus negative

student learning- outcomes. These ere indicated' in the smalle box in

/

Table 2. Correlations between-identical-categories for positive- and

negative outcomes ranged from +,ll'to +.35. While three out of fou

outcome group. Of greater interest for this

or these c
ith

relations are(.statistically'Significant, their magnitude

-elttively considering the inherent simila he categories.

Also of interest in Table 2 Are.the correlations between the weights
./

assigned the vario attribution categories andmeasu e_ of" personal

efficacy: o both positive and negative student.outcomes, there' iait
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ignificant positive relation between measures of effitacy and the

0

weight - assigned teaching effort, and a nignifIcant alegative relation

measures of efficacy and the weight nVaigned task difficulty. Appa_ently

-ibutiOn categoried, which differ on the dimensions:of bOth.

between

internality/externality and stability over time, havq,the greatest influtnce',

upon measures of personal efficacy..

In add ion, ttie correlation betweewmeasures of.personal efficacy

for positiv versus negative student learning out

+.30. This result Is also quite similar

-rues was found to be only

that obtained in,_earlier studies-

by Guskey .(1980) and Rose And Medway1(1980)...

(InsereTable 2 about here]

Com arisons-Bet en Att- ut o

the diffe ente'a in the weights teachers assigned

these attribution categories for positive and negative student outcomes

specifically. explore

Ditens ons. In order o-more

(andvalso,to reduce the,numb- = of necessary variables), categories were

combined,with respect to specific,attribdtion dimensions. In other words,

the weights assigned by each teacher to the categOries of ability and

-_ffogt .were combined to make up an overall "internal"' measure. Similarly,

the weights Assigned to the categories of ability .and: task difficulty
4

were combined to make up an overall "stable" measure. Measures for

"external" and "unstable" dimensions were unnecessary since the weight

as ignedboth. partsof a dimension was.always equal to 100.

The means and,standard deviations for the;e'attribUtion dimension

measures are listed in Table 3. Again there appeared to beA. portant.

differences between the weights teachers assigned these dimensions

positive versus negative student outcomes. That. -- the avage weight_



teaChers asSigned internal'dimendiofi categorieafor positive student ou
- --

comes was much largerthan the average weight they assigned the seine internal

dimension 'categories'for negative student outcomea.- Similar diffe'ren

-11k

although in the ,oppopite-irection,

the stability dimension* catego i9s .

ound in the average weights assigned,

difference 'were tested byT

t

Calculating t-statistics;, or comparisons between paired observations .

differ_n es b

aloha for pos

-en the-Overall means for, each these 'attribution ,dimenv.

versus negative dtudent,,Adtcomes wet

[Insert-Table 3 about here]

ultivariate Anal ,ais of Variance. Finally, multivariate analysis

all statistically

variance was performed in order

teacher

plore the relation of various

characteristics to these,attribution'diffetences. Specifically,

a two-way- MANOVA waaLperforted in which teacher gender and grade.le'vel

(
ta ught (elementary = Grades`1 -8f secondary = Grades 912) Were the

independent variables; lie .t ao attribution dimension measures for both

positive-and-negative seudvt outcomes were the for dependent variable

The _results of this analysis are. Illustrated in Table 4.

[Insert Table 4 about here]

As Table 4 show's, there were no statistically significant, differences

r

In terms of the gender teachers itharspect weights assigned

to these attribution dimensions for positive and negative stu ent -rp-

Jog outcomes., However difference in erms of grade leVe1 taught we

-.atatistica4Ysignificant '0181Y A01. This

coincides with differences identified' in'the correlational

exult _

analysis o.f the
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That is, teachers_at.the-secdndary-lexel dif r teachers
0

,

at, the elementary'-level in of the weights they assign thLse attribu-

dimensions,_particularly in explainingnegative student outcomes.

Tests' oK a gender-by-grade,level'interaction were not possible because none

ofthe male teachere in the Sample taught at elementary level.

-Discussion

1Che.results of this investigation indicate that teachers do use

different causal attributions in explaining positive versus negati

learning outcomes on the'part of their students. When successful with

a class of students,fteaehers. gerierally attribute that success/to the,

internal attributions of ability and-effort, and make distinction

A terms ofthe stability o those causes over time. Much less ;importance

s Atcached to the abilities or skills students may have had upon'entering

thwclass. When unsuccessful with a class of students, the greatest emphasis

is'placed upOn 'external attributions, primarily the difficulty of the task

teaching that particular group. In this situatipn, however, teachers

also tend, to emphasie insufficient effort (an internal/unstable cause)

slightly' more than they do deficient teaching abilities (an internal/stable

cause), an indication that should they be confronted with a similar group

of students. in the future, the results are likely to -be different.

Important attribution differences were also identified, between

elementary and secondary teachers. Elementary teachers tend to attribute

11t should km: noted that the category of "ability" in this study refers to
the instructional abilities of the teacher (an internal attribution for the
teacher),:rdther than the learning abili -ties of a teacher's students (an
external attribution for the teacher) as was the case in the research of
Cooper & Burger (1980).
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their lack of success with a particular group of students to internal

causes, especially theirtheir. effort, much more than do'seco ary teachers.

This may be the result general personality ditferenceb. between ele-

mentary and secondary teachers. Howeve this difference might also be

specifiCtO the teaching situation, in_that teachers at the secondary

level are' likely ; be sensitive to the fact that their students are

older.and have more firmly establ-ihed learning patterns which are likely

to be more .difficult to change n are the- learning patterns.' f the

younger, less experienced students in the classes ofcelementary teachers.

Additional
p' a

research is necessary to- explore these grade level attribu-

tion differences.

'Finally, general measures of teacher's personal efficacy appear to

be predominatel influenced -by only two the attribution categories in

Weiner's model: the internal/unstable category of. ffo and external/

.stable category of task.difficulty. While the emphasis-an'individual:0

teacher places upon each of these attribution categories differs. with

respect to the nature of student outcomes' (that is, a teacher who feels
t

that his/her efforts are the.'priviaty cause of poSitive student learning

outcomes, may or may not feel that his/her efforts are primarily responsible

when poor. student learning outcomes occur), these two categories appear

be basic elements-in measures of personal efficacy in teaching sitpaT

tions. Further research is needed to determine other elementqo-beyond

those identified in this categorical scheme which might affect these

attribution distinctions and have influence upon specific teaching

behaviors and practices.

0
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Table 1

Subgroup Means and Standard Deviations

for Personal Attribution Measu

1

Female/Elem Female/Sec Male/Sec
(n760 n=55) (6 )

(s.D.) (S.D.

Positive'Outcomes

Ability

Effort

Task

Luck

Negative Outcomes

Ability

Effort

Task

Luck

General'Eff cacy

Positive

Negative

Ccmbined

36.8 (14.7) 36.9 (14.5) 39.3 (15.4) 37.8 (14.9)

39.9 (14.8) 36.0 (13.7) 33.9 (15.8) 36.5 (15.0)

20.6 (17.1) 22.0 (14.9) 21.1 (17.4) 21.2 (16.6)
--s

3.1 ( 5.2), 5.1 .( 6.2) 4.2 ( 5.6) 4.1 ( 5.7)

p
26.8 (19.8) 14.8 (15.6): 16.3 (16.4) 19.5 (18.1)

.7= (23.7) 17.6 - (19.1) 20.3 (2a.7) 23.2 (21.9)

37.3 (27.8)° 59.6 (2b.6) 57.6 (28.2) 51.2 (30.0)

,"4.8 .( 6.8) (12.0) 7 '5 ( 8.3) 5.9 ( 9.1)

'5.0 1.3_ . 4.9 ( 1.5) 5.1 1.4)

5.0 6) 4.9. .6) 4.8 ( 1.5) 4.9 1.6)

10.4 ( 2.3) 9.9 2.3) 9.4 ( 2.7) 9.9 2-.5)



Inter correlations Anong Teacher Variables, and Attribption Categories

Variable

Years;.

Experience 1.00 .17*

Crvie LO 1

Pos. Ability.

POS, Effut

Years Grade Pos ive negative Efficat
Experiece Level -A171-FLuck Ability Effort Task -Luck Positive Negative

Pos. Task

Pos. Luck

Neg. Ability

Neg. Effort

'Neg. Task

Neg Luck

Positive

Efficacy

Negative

Efficacy'

p A .05 * .01

Loci

1.00 .28** .52** -.19**

1.00 -.52 **

.013

_.32 **

-.07

-.15*

1 .11 -.03

-.03 A-35*

.04 .27**

.01 .02

- -

1.00 , 13

1.00'

.12 -.07 .02 .12

.29** ..04 -.20** .01

...

.01 -.16* .14 :08

.24** .03 1 .16* .12

1

.22** .03 1 ..18** 2

-.12 .33* *t -.03 01

-.66** -41 .20** - 02

-.7614' -.13 .20** .24**

1.00 -.14T -.26** -.17*

L00



Table 3

.Swbgroyp Means and Standard Deviati ns

forliarious Dimension of Attributions

Female/Elem-
ri60)

. Positive Out.comes

Internal 76.8 (l6:08 72.9 .16.3) 73.2 (20.0) 74.3 (18.0)

Stable; 57.'5 (l5.5 58.8 (14.2) 60.4 (16.7) 59.0 (15.6)

Negative Outcpmes

Internal

Stable

576
64.1

(28.5)

(23.!

32.4

74.4

29.3),

(19,9)

36.6

73.9

(27.7)

(22.5).

42,7

70.7

(3M)
(22.6)

DIfferences betwee -sitive and negative outcomes fo-

Iatprnal tis

Stable
183

13.20, p < 401

6
4

dimension:



Table 4,

ummary of the Multivariate Analysis of Variance

Tests of Si nificafte

Source. of Varia on di Multivariate

Pos./I ternal Pos./Stable Nei,. /Intera4 Neg. St;ble

Univariate F
,

9

Constant

Gender,

eliminatinvonstant

(Gender,.. eliminating
.

constant Uevel)

Grade Level,

eliminating const _t

l& gender

.35

.13

06.02

.25' .73

1.58 35

,- 'Among Means

Within groups

5 .01


